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98	ELECTRIC RAILWAY ENGINEERING
dilations here. Table XII gives the results of the calculation
and illustrates a convenient form of record for such calculations.
If more accurate results are desired, average values of I, T.E.,
and R may be used in the calculations.
It will be noted that the first and second total distance values
do not quite correspond with the ends of the curve and 1.1 per
cent, grade respectively, but the error resulting from the assump-
tion that they do so correspond is negligible. The braking time
and distance were calculated from the known speed at the begin-
ning of retardation and the rate of retardation.
The root-mean-square current as calculated is 251 amp. per
motor, while the rated continuous current of the locomotive,
Fig. 29, is 262 amp. This indicates that the loaded car tonnage
rating as previously calculated is all right from the standpoint
of motor heating.
While the preceding calculations give all of the desired results,
the various curves may be plotted if so desired and the areas
under the speed time and power time curves used to check the
values of total distance and energy consumption respectively.
Regenerative Braking.—By regenerative braking is meant the
control of train speed by causing the motors to act as generators
and transform the kinetic energy of the moving train into electri-
cal energy which is fed back into the trolley or contact line. The
advantages and disadvantages of regenerative braking and the
modifications necessary in the design of motors and control ap-
paratus will be discussed in later chapters. In practice regenera-
tive braking has so far not been used in stopping trains but in
controlling the speed of trains on heavy grades. If the trains are
heavy and the descending grades long, considerable saving in
electrical energy can be made, amounting in some particularly
favorable instances to about 30 per cent.
The power regenerated J>y. a train descending a uniform grade
at constant speed may be accurately calculated:
r,         •+'   +   ,!	+••
Power output of rocomotive =
where the symbols used have the same significance as in for-
mula (63).
As the grade resistance is negative, the result will have a negar
tive sign indicating that the transfer of energy is from the loco-
motive to the contact line instead of from contact line to locomo-

